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These days, the advancing of smart devices (e.g. smart phones, tablets, PC, etc.) capabilities and the increase of internet bandwidth
enables IPTV service provider to extend their services to smart mobile devices. User can just receive their IPTV service using any
smart devices by accessing the internet via wireless network from anywhere anytime in the world which is convenience for users.
However, wireless network communication has well a known critical security threats and vulnerabilities to user smart devices
and IPTV service such as user identity theft, reply attack, MIM attack, and so forth. A secure authentication for user devices and
multimedia protection mechanism is necessary to protect both user devices and IPTV services. As result, we proposed framework
of IPTV service based on secure authentication mechanism and lightweight content encryption method for screen-migration in
Cloud computing. We used cryptographic nonce combined with user ID and password to authenticate user device in any mobile
terminal they passes by. In addition we used Lightweight content encryption to protect and reduce the content decode overload
at mobile terminals. Our proposed authentication mechanism reduces the computational processing by 30% comparing to other
authentication mechanism and our lightweight content encryption reduces encryption delay to 0.259 second.

1. Introduction

Currently, IPTV service is attracting consumers and gain-
ing rapid growth for offering diversity of services such as
quality of services (QoS) and experience (QoE), security,
interactivity, and reliability [1] and delivers a high quality of
multimedia contents to consumer’s resident through wired
set-top box (STB). It distributes television content across IP
based network that permits more customized and interactive
user experience [2].

The IPTV market has grown rapidly in recent years, in
terms of the number of subscribers as well as investment
made by service providers [3, 4]. According to recent analysis,
by the year of 2020, the number of IPTV subscriptions in the
27 countries of the EU is set to reach 3 times its current size.
The IPTV global subscriber base has now passed 50 million
customers [5].

The continuous increase of internet bandwidth speed, ad-
vancing of smartphone technologies, and advancing of cloud
computing capabilities (e.g., storage, bandwidth, and per-
formance) enable consumers to access the internet through
variety of networks (e.g., AP, 3G, LAN, WiFi, and LTE) using
diversity of devices.The rapid development of this technology
is providing consumers with access to the Internet anytime,
anywhere in the world, to receive multimedia contents (e.g.,
video, audio, voice, and photo) and use a diversity of services
through cloud computing.

The rapid growth of subscriber for this service encourages
service provider to provide IPTV services viamobile terminal
to variety of devices (e.g., smartphone, PC, and smart tablet)
which provide flexible and secure way to freelymove between
terminals. User at home can migrate (e.g., pairing) their
devices to their set-top box (STB) using WiFi/LAN and
receive services anywhere at their home. However, when
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users migrate their device to STB at home via access point
or via base station outside home, providing secure authenti-
cation for user devices and protection to multimedia content
when moving between different mobile terminals is critical
issue.

Therefore, a framework of IPTV services based on
secure authentication and lightweight content encryption
for screen-migration in cloud computing is proposed. Our
contribution is as follows.

(i) Our proposal provides fast efficient method for mi-
grating variety of user devices to home STB conve-
niently to receive IPTV services at home and outside.

(ii) Our proposal provides secure registration and au-
thentication to user STB without the need to be at
home in order to receive/watch IPTV services.

(iii) Our proposal provides protection to service and con-
tent by utilizingDRMwhich protect the IPTVcontent
from being misused and DCAS which prevent unau-
thorized receiving of IPTV services.

(iv) Our proposal provides lightweight encryption meth-
od to encrypt content when user moves between
mobile terminals.

(v) Our proposal provides efficient way to reduce the cost
of authentication and delay in interdomain and in-
tradomain.

The secure authentication is provided by using user device
unique identification ID and password generated during
registration process. The created session and the exchanged
messages between user devices and STB are protected by
using one time cryptographic nonce during authentication
process. Cryptographic nonce guarantees that previously
used session cannot be used again and exchanged message
cannot be fragged. In addition, we used lightweight encryp-
tion to reduce decoding overload at terminals and protect the
content [6]. Furthermore, Downloadable Conditional Access
System (DCAS) prevents unauthorized receiving of IPTV
services and Digital Right Management (DRM) protects
digital contents from being misused.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the related work. In Section 3, we describe moti-
vated scenario. In Section 4, we describe our proposedmech-
anism. In Section 5, we explain the performance analysis. In
Section 6, we explain our numerical results. In Section 7, we
summarize our conclusion.

2. Related Work

In [3], the author introduces IPTV architecture, trends, and
challenges as well asmobile IPTV deployment challenges and
solution. The ITU-T Focus Group on IPTV states numbers
of security requirements such as content security, service
security, network security, terminal security, and subscriber
security [7, 8]. In [9], the author raises the interest and the
concerns of mobile IPTV including the status of standard
activities when deploying IPTV services over wireless and
mobile networks. Secure authentication for user devices

over wireless environment and the protection of multimedia
are very important issues to guarantee QoS and provide
secure environment for user devices and service. In addition,
lightweight encryption to reduce the overhead in mobile
terminal is important to reduce the long delay which occurs
in mobile terminal.

Unlike wired environment, the wireless one introduces
many security threats to both user service and multimedia
content. For example, wireless communication takes place
via the air using radio frequencies and that generates the
risk of interception which is a greater threat [10]. Some of
these threats aim to crack down integrity of information and
reliability of network as well as confidentiality of information
[11]. These threats can attack the network and damage the
performance of network capacity and streaming quality
which provide poor QoS, QoE long authentication delay, and
long multimedia delivery delay. In [12], the authors develop
a Markovian framework that investigates several important
issues related to network capacity and streaming quality in
wireless home network.

Many researchers introduce a framework of IPTV where
they focus their research on the following areas: delivering
IPTV services, integrating technology to IPTV service and
new future, improving traditional cable TV operators, and
providing new techniques to deliver richmultimedia to IPTV
users. In [13] the authors proposed a delivery framework for
IPTV service over an IP basedWiMAX network at MAC and
physical layer. They first introduce the changes that face the
delivery of IPTV service overwireless area and then proposed
solution to these challenges. The authors claim that using
WiMAX can offer high QoS at high data rate for networks.
Furthermore, it can be delivered to different regions and
remote locations. In [14] the authors proposed policy based
service overlay IPTV framework for open strategy. The
author set some requirements for Open IPTV design. One
of the requirements state that Open IPTV will give the
subscriber the freedom to select an EPG freely on service
overlay network. Furthermore they can change a service
provider easily with personal policy decision in Open TV. In
[15] the author proposed analyses of a novel IPTV framework
for cable TV operators. The proposed solution is based on
combining IP and HFC network. Through their analysis the
author tries to provide efficient and economical way to deliver
TV programs and even add advanced novel interactive
feature such as video on demand (VoD). By enhancing the
traditional cable TV operator with these features, the number
of subscribers increases and the service is more attractive to
others. In [16] the author proposed a rich media framework
for communication broadcasting coverage IPTV which aims
for portability and performance. They provide hybrid IPTV
with efficient application interface and sophisticated media
processing as its feature. They claim that the media interface
is able to develop rich media run time. Our proposed
frameworks aim to provide protection to multimedia content
and service protection using well-known techniques such as
DCAS and DRM in IPTV environment, provide support to
user to connect many different devices through STB at home
and wireless communication outdoors which give the user
the freedom to access the IPTV service from any place at any
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time, and provide lightweight encryption not only to protect
multimedia content but also to reduce the overhead inmobile
terminal. The features in our framework are not clearly and
widely discussed in previous works.

In [17] the authors proposed viewer identification and
authentication in IPTV using RFID technique where they
connected RFID system with IPTV STB. Subscriber is iden-
tified and authenticated by using RFID tag wirelessly. The
RFID tag stores subscriber viewing rights/service subscrip-
tion rights that enable them to view the agreed-on services.
In [18] the authors proposed secure user authentication
scheme by using smart cards in IPTV or by using smart
cardwith bioinformation to ensure strong security and secure
authentication. Their scheme aims to provide contents to
subscribers according to subscriber attribute. In [19] the
authors proposed secure authentication approach based on
Kerberos for M2M Open IPTV system where they introduce
key distribution based Kerberos. The authors claim that their
proposal provides an efficient authentication process and
secure content transfer among users as well as decreasing
authentication time. In [20] the author proposed a secure
mutual authentication for IPTV broadcasting. They use key
exchange scheme between STB and smart card for IPTV
broadcasting. The scheme relays on set of attributes to
authentication user which are generated during registration
process without revealing the identity of user. They claim
that their proposal provide strong security against common
threats in the IPTV environment.

A strict authentication process might generate long over-
head to the system and simple authentication mechanism
might be barely enough to provide the minimum secu-
rity requirement. Similar to our approach, other research
efforts have been made to provide secure authentication for
user devices and protect multimedia content over wireless
environment. However, to the best of our knowledge they
do not consider mobile terminal overhead which results
from encrypting all the content that leads to degrading
the QoS, increases in migration delay, and poor QoE. We
proposed lightweight encryption which only encrypts part of
the content (see Section 4.2.2). By using a partial encryption
characteristic of H.264, it is enough to protect the digital
content [21] as well as reduce the overhead inmobile terminal
which is not considered by other works.

2.1. DCAS and DRM in IPTV Security System. In present,
multimedia has been digitalized and uploaded to the Internet
for easy access anywhere anytime. DCAS is used to ensure
that only subscribedmember can receive services.The down-
loaded CA code via the secure DCAS network is supposed
to be unhackable and it can prevent illegal subscriber from
accessing digital contents. DCAS benefits provide greater and
more dynamic security, which is more flexible and easier to
manage. It can be applied to variety of devices including a
secure microprocessor chip [22].

DRMprotects digital content right to ensure it is not com-
promised (e.g., editing, copying, and reproducing). Encryp-
tion of data, certified users license, and secure terminals are
necessary to control contents and prevent illegal copies. It
is only when the requirements of use are presented that the

decryption is executed [23]. Universal DRM such as ISMA
and Microsoft is used to encrypt all content [24].

2.2. Kerberos. Kerberos is a well-known authentication
mechanism which uses centralized servers. A third-party
authentication server is used to allow users and servers
to trust each other for establishing secure communication.
Symmetric encryption for authentication is used to encrypt
data [25, 26]. The drawbacks are that (1) user accesses
workstation and pretends to be someone else and (2) replay
attack might occur when a user eavesdrops on exchanges and
gains access to server [26]. Previously, Kerberos was used as
authentication mechanism but, for its weakness in security,
it is not secure enough against the security threats which we
discussed in Section 1.

2.3. Anonymity and Privacy Assurance. It is a well-known
authentication mechanism that uses Extensible Authentica-
tion Protocol Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) authen-
tication along with symmetric key (PKI). A single sign
on (SSO) allows user to log in only once and use service
without further authentication [25]. Anonymity is used for
user security and provides an easy exchange session key. The
security of TLS is strong; however, certification overhead of
client side is its strong weakness [25]. The drawback of SSO
is that user may access many resources once authenticated.
This increases the negativity impact in case the credentials
are available to other persons and misused which is critical
weakness [27].

2.4. H.264 Description. Most of the current digital contents
are encoded using many standard methods. H.264 is a
very high compression rate which is used for digital video
CODEC. H.264 has NAL (Network Abstract Layer) which
consists of header and Raw Byte Sequence Payload (RBSP).
The NAL has unit types that can be distinguished through
header and RBSP which corresponded to compressed video
data or header information data [24]. Figure 1 shows sequen-
tial NAL units which are transmitted through the network.

NALunits consist ofmany types such as Sequence Param-
eter Sets (SPS), Picture Parameter Set (PPS), andPictures. SPS
is one of theNAL typeswhich include information such as the
number of reference frames and resolution. NAL bits consist
of a number of sequences in a bit sequence of H.264 streams.
Figure 2 illustrates the relation among the types of NAL unit
in bit sequence [24].

2.5. Cloud Computing. A cloud is a type of parallel and
distributed systems consisting of a collection of intercon-
nected and virtualized computers [28]. It provides shared
pools of configurable IT resources (e.g., processing, network,
software, information, and storage) on demand, as a scalable
and elastic service. Major advantages are software as a service
(SaaS), utility computing, network service, platform as a
service (PaaS), management service provider (MSP), com-
mercial service platforms, integrating Internet, and highly
elastic and optimized utilization of computing resources [28].
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Table 1: Table system parameters.

Notation Description
IDM Unique mobile identity generated during registration process.
IDPW Unique password of user mobile generated during registration process.
LicM License of user mobile generated based on the service agreement.
STBN Model number of set-top box which is used to identify it.
STBID Unique identity of set-top box generated during registration process.
STBPW Unique password of set-top box generated during registration process.
STBLic License of set-top box generated based on the service agreement.
NonceM Arbitrary number of user mobiles that may only be used once.
NonceSTB Arbitrary number of user STB that may only be used once.
NonceSP Arbitrary number of service providers that may only be used once.
ECT Encrypted digital content using lightweight encryption method (Section 4.1.2).
DNonce Arbitrary number of Kerberos servers that may only be used once.
Nonce Arbitrary number of Kerberos clients that may only be used once.

RBSPNAL
header RBSPNAL

header RBSPNAL
header

NAL unit NAL unit NAL unit

Figure 1: Sequence of NAL unit.

SPS PPS PicturePicture SPS PPS Picture PPS Picture

Figure 2: Relation among the types of NAL unit.

3. Service Scenarios

Our service scenario consists of two parts as it is shown in
Figure 3.The first part starts when user wants tomigrate their
devices to STB at home to receive IPTV service.Theusers first
register their devices through IPTV service and then use their
information to migrate to their STB at home. In this case the
user can be anywhere inside their house and still receive IPTV
services. For example if the user is interested in cooking show,
they can in advance prepare the ingredients for cooking and
learn how to cook certain food in real time.

The second part starts when users are outside home and
need tomigrate their devices to STB via base station.The user
can connect their devices to their STB for any kind of purpose
such as being on time to watch their favorite show, drama,
movie, and soccer games.

4. Proposed Mechanism

In this section, we present our proposed mechanism which
consists of two parts. In the first part, we describe our secure
authentication mechanism when migrating user devices to
STB via access point at home and via base station outside
home (see Figure 3). The users have to register their devices
and then preform authentication when migrating to STB. In
the second part, we present our method using lightweight

content encryption for mobile device. Table 1 describes pa-
rameters of system.

4.1. Security Framework for Mobile IPTV. In this section we
describe secure registration and authentication process for
user smart device when they migrate to STB via access point
at home and via base station outside home.

4.1.1. Registration Process to Migrate User Mobile to STB via
Access Point. We assume that the user only can receive IPTV
services through their STB at home where they can watch
movie or drama only by using TV. Therefore, we will register
and authenticate user mobile for the first time through their
STB. By connectingmobile devices to STB throughAPor STB
with built-in WiFi technology [1] they can perform secure
registered and authenticated process as it is illustrated in
Figure 4.

(a) System Sequence Diagram. The following components of
this environment are defined in this paper:

(i) User Mobile and STB store a unique USIM that con-
tains user personal information (e.g., id, password,
and user content license for mobile). It can generate
random number (Nonce) used for user identity veri-
fication. It also makes sure that a previous session is
not used again.

(ii) Wireless access point (AP) provides access between
STB and users devices at home.

(iii) Service provider (SP) provides IPTV services to
consumer mobile devices at home or outside (e.g.,
indoor and outdoor).

(iv) Database (DB) stores all consumers’ information and
updates them as needed.

(v) License provider (LP) generates a license for con-
sumer home STB or mobile devices.

(vi) Content provider (CP) provides and prepares the
content based in the agreed license.
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Cloud computing

IPTV

Smart devices

Smart devices

AP

STB-WiFi

At home

Base station

Outside home

Figure 3: Service scenario.

(b) Authentication Process. When a new user subscribes to
the subscribed programs with their mobile device, they send
a request through AP to STB at home so they migrate their
devices to STB followed bymobile generated randomnumber
(NonceM) to prevent security threats such as man-in-the-
middle attack from occurring. Then the user STB requests
frommobile devices the following information such as {IDM |
STBN | STBID | STBPW} followed by mobile received ran-
dom number (NonceM) and STB generated random number
(NonceSTB) in order to authenticate and authorize the user
mobile device to gain access to user STB at home. After
computing, it will look like the following:

(i) Mobile user sends request {Req | NonceM}.
(ii) STB request {IDM | STBN | STBID | STBPW |

h(NonceM | NonceSTB)}.
(iii) Mobile user sends {IDM | STBN | STBID | STBPW |

h(NonceM | NonceSTB)}.
The STB received requested information and compared it
with that stored inside STB smart card (USIM). If it is valid,

then it transmits it to service provider. Otherwise, an error
message is send to mobile device.

(c) Registration Process.Whenmobile user authentication and
migration to STB is completed, it transmits {IDM | STBN |
STBLic} to service provider where it forwarded information
and completed user mobile registration. After that a request
is forwarded to database and to the license to update user
information and generate a new license for user mobile,
respectively. After computing, it will look like the following:

(i) {IDM | STBN | STBLic}.

(d) Generation of License Process. When a license provider
receives {IDM | STBN | STBLic} from service provider,
it will generate another license for {LicM} and forward one
copy to content provider, user STB, andmobile devices. After
computing, it will look like the following:

(i) {IDM | LicM}.
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User mobile STB Service provider License provider Content provider

(1) Req. NonceM

(2) Req. IDM, STBN, STBID,
STBPW, NonceM, NonceSTB

(3) IDM, STBN, STBID,
STBPW, NonceM, NonceSTB

(6-1) IDM, EM

(7) IDM, LicM

(8) IDM, ECT

(4) IDM, STBN, STBLic

(5) IDM, STBN, STBLic

(6-2) IDM, LicM

Figure 4: User device registration process to migrate user mobile device to STB through access point.

(e) Transmit of Content Process.The content provider receives
mobile device license (LicM) which was generated by license
provider. Upon the agreed license, the content provider
prepares the suitable content to be played in different devices.
The content will be encrypted (ECT) using lightweight
encryption method (see Section 4.1.2) and transmitted to
user mobile through mobile switch center. Finally, the
mobile user decrypts the content and watches their programs
through their STB and mobile devices.

4.1.2. Migrate User Mobile to STB via Access Point at User
Resident. We assume that users are watching their program
at home and suddenly needed to go out but they still want
to move around the house freely. The process of migrating
devices to STB through AP has fewer steps than before. We
also are assuming that the mobile users have stored license in
their mobile device and previously migrated their devices at
least once to the STB (see Figure 5).

(a) System Sequence Diagram. We briefly describe steps for
user to migrate their mobile devices to STB using AP at
home. The user connects mobile device to STB through AP
where it will compare the received mobile license with stored
one in STB. If it is valid, it will transmit user request to
content provider where it will prepare content, encrypt it, and
transmit it through user STB to mobile user (see Figure 5).

(b) Process of Migration to STB. Mobile users connect to
STB through AP and send a request to STB to watch the
program followed by mobile user random number (NonceM)
to prevent some of the security attacks that we mentioned
previously. The STB request {IDM | LicM} followed by ran-
dom number (NonceSTB) and in return mobile user forwards
the requested information. The STB compares {IDM | LicM}
with stored one in STB and forwards the request to content
provider. After computing it will look like the following:

(i) Mobile user sends request {Req | NonceM}.
(ii) STB request {IDM | LicM | h(NonceM | NonceSTB)}.
(iii) Mobile user sends {IDM | LicM | h(NonceM |

NonceSTB)}.

(c) Transmit of Content. The content provider requests a copy
of usermobile information that is stored inside user STB such
as {IDM | LicM} and compare it with that stored in content
provider for validation. If this is valid then content provider
prepares the content to be viewed in different devices and
encrypts them to provide services to user mobile. Therefore,
the mobile user receives the requested content and enjoys it
with their family indoors or in their private time. Usermobile
will receive error message when received information is not
valid.
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User mobile STB Content provider

(1) Req. NonceM

(2) Req. IDM, LicM, NonceM
NonceSTB

(3) IDM, LicM, NonceM, NonceSTB

(5-1) IDM, ECT

(5-2) IDM, EM

(4) IDM, LicM

Figure 5: Migrating mobile devices to STB through access point at user resident.

4.1.3. Migrate User Mobile via Base Station Outside. We de-
scribe the authentication mechanism where users are outside
their home and want to receive the IPTV services without
the need to connect to STB at home. We assume that the
mobile user already has a mobile license to receive IPTV
services through mobile terminal to connect to the IPTV
services.Whenuser comes home and still wants to view IPTV
services privately, then, based on how close they are to STB,
the connection will be switched. In other words, when user is
nearby STB, then user will receive the services through STB
or base station when they are not nearby the STB. Therefore,
users will have flexible methods to switch their devices from
indoor to outdoor network/environment and vice versa (see
Figure 6).

(a) System Sequence Diagram. We describe steps for user to
migrate their mobile devices to STB using mobile terminal
outdoors. Here the mobile users send request through base
station to service provider where they request {IDM | LicM}
from mobile user for validation against stored one in mobile
user STB or database. If it is validated a request of service
will be sent to content provider, where they prepare the
content, encrypt it using lightweight encryptionmethods (see
Section 4.1.2), and then send it tomobile user. If it is not valid,
error message will be sent to user mobile rejecting granting
the service (see Figure 6).

(b) Process of Authentication. For outdoor IPTV services, the
users send request to service provider through base station

from their mobile devices. In return the service provider
requests {IDM | LicM} followed by generated random
number (NonceM) from user mobile and service provider
(NonceSP) to compare it with stored user information in
STB or database. If it is valid, the request is forwarded to
content provider to provide IPTV services to user mobile
devices. Otherwise, an error message is sent to mobile user
to reject granting the services. After computing, it looks like
the following:

(i) Mobile user sends request {Req | NonceM};
(ii) Service provider requests {IDM | LicM | h(NonceM |

NonceSP)};
(iii) Mobile user sends {IDM | LicM | h(NonceM |

NonceSP)}.

(c) Transmit of Content. The content provider receives a
request from service provider to provide IPTV services to
mobile user {IDM | LicM}.Then the content provider prepares
the content and encrypts it using lightweight encryption
methods (see Section 4.1.2) and, finally, transmits it to user
mobile to watch it.

4.2. Multimedia Protection Mechanism. In this section, we
describe mobile DCAS architecture and how user can get the
requested digital content after being authenticated. Further-
more, we utilized lightweight content encryption for mobile
IPTV service to reduce content overload at terminals.
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User mobile STB Service provider Content provider

(1) Req. NonceM

(2) Req. LicM, NonceM,
NonceSP

(6-1) IDM, EM

(7) IDM, ECT

(3) IDM, LicM, NonceM,
NonceSP

(4) Req. LicM

(5) LicM

(6-2) IDM, LicM

Figure 6: Third phase process of migrating mobile devices to STB through base station.

4.2.1. Mobile DCAS Architecture. DCAS architecture consists
of server and client side. The consumers send request to
Server Authentication to get authenticated. A request is sent
to Key Management Server to generate key and transfer to
Encryption Algorithms and Content Encryption Algorithm.
Content will be sent to Content Encryption Algorithm for
encryption and transferred fromStreaming Server toContent
Decryption Algorithms where encrypted key is used to
decrypt the content. Finally, it is viewed by STB or mobile
devices (see Figure 7).

4.2.2. Lightweight Content Encryption for Mobile IPTV Ser-
vices. When mobile terminals decode content, many over-
heads and problems are occurring, since the mobile ter-
minal has limited performances and resources. Therefore,
lightweight content encryption technique is proposed where
partial encryption technique is applied. By using a partial
encryption characteristic of H.264, it is enough to protect
the digital content [21]. The light way to encrypt content for
mobile terminals is to selectively encrypt important types
of NAL unit. SPS is a well-known type of NAL units which
is preferred by others to decode the content. First, we start
by finding the important NAL units such as SPS. After
detecting the important part, only RBSP parts are encrypted
in the H.264 bit stream except the header. Figure 8 shows the
encrypted part by the proposed technique.

5. Performance Analysis

5.1. Security Analysis. We consider security issues, communi-
cation cost, and handover latency in our performance analy-
sis. A secure authentication and authorization is very critical
security issue when migrating mobile devices with other

devices through wireless communication. When authenti-
cating the user, a security threat might occur such as the
following.

5.1.1. Denial-of-Service Attack. It occurs by an attacker to
update false verification information for the next login
phase in server [29]. For instant, attacker 𝐶 tries to deceive
User 𝐴 and Server 𝐵 by intercepting User 𝐴 login request
message𝑀(ID,PW). Attacker 𝐶 impersonates Server 𝐵 and
sends the message “access denied” to deceive User 𝐴. Then
attacker 𝐶 deceives Server 𝐵 by sending another message
𝑀

(ID,PW) which updates the verification table and stores

false verification that causes rejection of all User 𝐴 login
requests.

5.1.2. Man-in-the-Middle Attack. It is a form of active eaves-
dropping between Users𝐴 and 𝐵 communication [30] where
the attacker makes independent connection with the victims
and relays messages between them. Both users believe they
are directly talking to each other over a private connection,
when it is run by the attacker.

5.1.3. Replay Attack. It is a network attack where transmitted
valid data are maliciously repeated or delayed. It is executed
by the originator or an adversary who intercepts the data and
retransmits it [31].

These security threats’ purpose is to acquire access to
user’s computers or to steal a session during user’s commu-
nication which compromises user privacy and security. As
a result, we utilize cryptographic nonce (number) in user
authentication between consumer mobile devices and STB
which is used once. It is a pseudorandom number issued to
prevent the reuse of old communication [32, 33]. Every time
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Figure 7: Mobile DCAS architecture.
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Figure 8: Encrypted part by proposed technique.

the 401 authentication challenge response code is presented,
a new nonce will be randomly generated. As a result, client
request will have a unique number to prevent other attacks
from happening [32].

5.2. Communication Cost Analysis. In analysing the cost
of proposed authentication mechanism, we will compare it
with previously proposed authentications such as Kerberos
and EAP-TLS. We will calculate the number of messages
exchanged between entities in each authentication mecha-
nism to obtain the cost efficiency [34]. Consider

Caut Msg = 3CM STB + 1CSTB SP + 1CSP LP + 1CLP CP

+ 2CM LP + 1CM CP.
(1)

In our proposed authentication mechanism we calculate
the cost of exchange messages between all entities where we

Table 2: Authentication cost parameters.

Symbol Description Value
CM STB Mobile to STB 1ms
CSTB SP STB to service provider 1.5ms
CSP CP Service provider to license provider 2ms
CLP CP License provider to content provider 2.5ms
CM LP License provider to content provider 3ms
CM CP Mobile to content provider 3.5ms

count the cost of exchange messages between mobile user
and STB, STB and service provider, and so on. By computing
the authentication partial costs of each step, we can obtain
the authentication cost of Kerberos, EAP-TLS, and proposed
authentication mechanism. We assume that the delivery cost
of a message between mobile users and other entities such
as access point, STB, and service provider is mentioned in
Table 2 which we used to compute authentication cost in all
mentioned mechanisms [35, 36].

The proposed authentication mechanism shows more
improvement in communication cost compared to other
existing authentication mechanisms [37–39]. In Table 3, we
are comparing the authentication cost of exchanged mes-
sages between existing authenticationmechanism, previously
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Table 3: Estimation of the authentication cost of Kerberos, EAP-TLS, and proposed authentication mechanism.

Kerberos EAP-TLS Previous work New proposed mechanism
2CM STB + 2CM LP +

4CM CP = 22ms
3CM STB + 1CM CP + 5CM LP =

21.5ms
3CM STB + 1CSTB SP + 1CSP LP +

1CLP CP + 2CM LP + 1CM CP = 26ms
3CM STB + 1CSTB SP + 1CSP LP +

1CLP CP + 2CM LP + 1CM PC = 18.5ms

Table 4: Content specification.

Component Description
CODEC H.264
Duration 00:00:11.96 (11.96 sec)
Resolution 176 × 144
Frame rate 25 fps

Table 5: Test environment specification.

Component Description
Processor 2.33GHz Intel Core2 Duo
Memory 3GB
Compiler Java
Operating system Windows 7
Encryption algorithm AES-128
Decoding software FFmpeg

proposed mechanism, and new proposed one. Our proposed
authentication mechanism exhibits greater performance in
terms of authentication cost (18.5), compared to the Ker-
beros (22), EAP-TLS (21.5), and previously proposed (26)
authentication procedure. This is caused by the few security
operations and exchangedmessage involved between entities,
compared to Kerberos and EAP-TLS.

5.3. Experiment Setup Environment. In this section we pro-
vide more information about our experiment setup. Table 4
illustrates the content specification which we used in our
experiment. It consists of CODEC, duration, resolution, and
fps. Table 5 illustrates our test environment specification.
In our experiment we used AES128 encryption/decryption
algorithm [6].

6. Numerical Results

We evaluate the numerical results based on the analysis
derived in the previous subsection such as cost authentica-
tion, handover latency, and lightweight content encryption
results. First we experiment the cost of authentication when
we exchange message in the three authentication mecha-
nisms.We define latency as the time it takes a packet to travel
from source to destination [37].

Figure 9 illustrates accumulated authentication cost of
the exchange messages in Kerberos, EAP-TLS, and proposed
authentication mechanism. We assume that the user is
authenticated every time consumer gets access to restart
IPTV services after turning TV off. As a result, we will use
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Figure 9: Accumulated authentication cost versus the number of
times mobile users access the services.

the number of access times the user attempted and the cost
of each authentication mechanism to show the difference of
authentication cost between them. Our proposed authentica-
tion mechanism not only reduces the authentication cost but
also reduces the computational processing and energy cost
at the level of mobile devices. For example, we assume that
the number of access times the mobile user attempted was 20
times for our proposed authentication mechanism and other
authentication mechanisms.

Our proposed authentication mechanism reduces the
computational processing and energy cost by 30% compared
to other authenticationmechanisms. In addition, the reduced
number of messages exchanged optimizes the usage of the
radio resources enhancing the efficiency of user authentica-
tion (see Figure 9).

A continuous switching between indoor and outdoor
network/environment might lead to handover latency (see
Figure 10) which affects the service of real-time applica-
tions of mobile users. Handover latency highly depends
on the distance and delay between source and destination
[38]. Therefore, a comparison between Kerberos, EAP-TLS,
and proposed authentication mechanism is presented. For
simplicity, we make the following assumptions: the inter-
domain will represent user mobile and STB. The outer-
domain will represent service provider, license provider, and
content provider. We will compute the number of messages
exchanged between these domains and then multiply the
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Figure 10: Handover latency versus number of access times.

Table 6: Computing the delay in interdomain and outer-domain in
the three authentication mechanisms.

Kerberos EAP-TLS Previous
work

New
proposed
mechanism

Interdomain 3msg 3msg 3msg 1msg
Outer-domain 3msg 4msg 6msg 3msg
Total delay (ms) 20ms 18.5ms 15.5ms 11ms

value by the number of times the user performs this pro-
cess (see Table 6). We did not consider adding the delay
value of previously proposed method in [39] because it was
not calculated. Note that we are not considering messages
exchange within the domain. We use the same parameter
values mentioned previously (see Table 2).

6.1. Lightweight Content Encryption Analysis. We compared
our proposed method E-SPS with E-Entire. Our experiment
result shows that E-SPS encrypt content to small size and
spend less time for content encryption (0.259 sec). In E-Entire
case, E-Entire spends longer encryption time (99.51056 sec).
Moreover, the encrypted content could not be decoded very
well during decoding process. Figure 11 shows outperforming
results using lightweight content encryption introduced in
Section 4.1.2.

Figure 12 illustrates secure encryption for content. We
can see windows: 2 windows in the top and 2 windows in
the bottom. The result shows that the upper windows can
play the movies very well without any processing overhead.
However, the bottom windows cannot play movies properly
even though they are partially encrypted. Therefore, our
proposed mechanism shows better performance comparing
to others.
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Figure 11: Encryption delay.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a framework of IPTV service
based on secure authentication and lightweight content
encryption for screen-migration in cloud computing. User
devices authentication and content protection are considered
as a critical issue that should be addressed inwireless network
security. Our proposed authenticationmechanism eliminates
the repeated authentication steps occurring in migration
process which improves the performance of user authenti-
cation where less security operation and message that are
exchanged are used. DCAS is used to protect the service and
DRM is used to protect digital content where a lightweight
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Figure 12: Contents protection.

content encryptionwithH.264 characteristic is used in digital
content protection as well. It reduces the encryption time
spent in encrypting content and provides better quality when
playing movies. Our result shows decrease in cost and han-
dover latency compared to other authenticationmechanisms,
which enhances the service quality of real-time applications
of mobile users.
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